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Abstract

A polymorphism in the cystatin C (CST3) gene was suggested to associate with Alzheimer’s disease
(AD).  In the present study we attempted to determine the association between CST3 polymorphism and
AD or vascular dementia (VD), and whether such effects are dependent of the APOE4 allele.  The
polymorphisms of CST3 genotype were determined using polymerase chain reactions (PCR) followed by
gel electrophoresis in 124 AD, 70 VD, and 115 control individuals.  No statistical difference in CST3B
allele frequencies was observed among all three groups.  Associations between CST3B/B genotype and
AD patients older than 75-year-old, or VD patients younger than 75-year-old were evident.  The APOE4
allele alone significantly increased the odds for the developing AD, but not VD.  A logistic regression
analysis revealed that either CST3 or its interaction with APOE4 were not significant predictors of AD.
However, a synergistic association of CST3 and APOE4 alleles was observed in predicting VD patients.
These results suggest that CST3 might interact with APOE4 on conferring vascular pathologies.
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Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most frequent
dementia in the elderly, accounting for more than half
of all cases (11, 16).  In the last decade, emerging
evidence suggests the association of genetic risk
factors and AD susceptibility.  Previous genetic
linkage analyses have demonstrated that familial AD
is associated with specific mutations to the amyloid-
β precursor protein, presenilin 1 and 2 proteins genes
(9).  In addition, the ε 4 allele of the apolipoprotein E
(APOE) gene is recognized as a major genetic risk
factor for the development of sporadic AD (20).

However, despite the clear significance of APOE4
allele to risk of AD development, only about 30% of
patients carry this allele, suggesting the involvement
of additional factors in the manifestation of this
dementia.

Vascular dementia (VD) is another commonly
observed cognitive dysfunction of elderly individuals.
Vascular dementia features a dementia syndrome with
vascular lesions, white matter changes, hippocampal
neuronal loss and some other clinical symptoms also
found in AD (4, 23).  Interestingly, APOE4 has also
been shown to be associated with a greater risk for VD
development (22).  Clinically, AD and VD have been
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treated as distinct diseases.  However, there is ample
evidence that recognized vascular health risk factors
such as hypertension and atherosclerosis increase the
risk for both AD and VD (11, 12).  Vascular lesions of
the brain are frequently detected in the brains of AD
patients leading some researchers to hypothesize that
AD is fundamentally a vascular disorder (4, 13, 23).
This apparent association between AD development
and vascular disease risk factors led us to examine the
role of cystatin C (CST3) gene polymorphisms on
probability of dementia development.

Cystatin C is a lysosomal cysteine protease
inhibitor involved in neuronal aging or cell death in
AD (5, 24). Cystatin C positive neurons were
abundantly detected in the cerebral cortices of AD
patients, and its regional distribution strongly
correlates with pyramidal neurons in cortical layers
III and V, the areas of susceptible neurons in AD
brains (5, 24).  Cystatin C can be amyloidogenic.
Ghiso et al. showed that a leucine to glutamine
mutation at position 68 of the cystatin C gene resulted
in cortical blood vessel amyloid deposits in hereditary
cerebral hemorrhage with amyloidosis of the Icelandic
type (HCHWA-I) patients (7).  In addition, cystatin C
was found to co-localize with β-amyloid in the
arteriolar walls of patients with AD and patients with
cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) (14).  Cystatin C
is considered a CAA marker because abnormally low
levels in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were found in both
CAA and a late onset sporadic form of CAA with
progressive dementia (SCAA) (21).

A polymorphism of CST3 gene located at
position 73 of exon 1 results from an alanine to
threonine substitution, which are classified as CST3A
and CST3B, respectively (6).  The association of
CST3 polymorphisms with increased risk for sporadic
AD has been reported in two Caucasian studies (3, 6).
Both studies found that the risk conferred by APOE4
decreased with age, while the cystatin C poly-
morphisms conferred risk for AD increased for older
subjects.  The authors have suggested cystatin C
polymorphisms as a good AD risk predictor at ages
when APOE4 is no longer a major risk factor (3, 6).
The association between cystatin C and AD
development has not yet documented in any Taiwan
Chinese population.  In addition, there is no data
available regarding the relationship between cystatin
C genetic variations and risk for VD.  In this study, we
evaluated a Taiwan Chinese cohort the association of
CST3 polymorphisms with AD or VD development.

Materials and Methods

Patients

The study included 124 patients diagnosed with

AD (age range: 60-96, mean ± SD: 76.5 ± 7.1), 70
with VD (range: 60-92, mean ± SD: 74.7 ± 7.5) and
115 ND controls (range: 60-91, mean ± SD: 73.7 ±
6.8).  The subjects were Psychiatric and Neurological
Outpatient Clinic patients, Taichung Veterans General
Hospital, Taiwan.  All procedures were approved by
the local Institutional Human Care and Use Committee.
Informed consent was obtained from all patients or
their primary caregivers.  Volunteers with no previous
history of neurological disease affecting cognition
and daily activities, normal bodily condition in
physical examinations, and scoring 28 or higher on
the Chinese versions Mini-Mental State Examinations
(MMSE-T1) served as non-demented controls (ND).
The clinical diagnosis of AD was performed according
to the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria with minor
modifications. Patients were first subjected to the
Chinese Version of MMSE, and a score of less than 24
for those cases with education higher than 2nd grade,
or 16 for those cases with their highest level of
education was below 2nd grade of elementary school
was considered to reveal possible dementia.  The
possible AD patients were subsequently subjected to
Clinical Dementia Rating for the final confirmation
of the diagnosis (18).  The diagnosis of vescular
dementia (VD) was compatible with the diagnostic
criteria of DSM-IV.

Genotyping of the CST3 and APOE

Genomic DNA was extracted from whole blood
samples and used as a template to amplify CST3 gene
with the polymerase chain reactions (PCR).  CST3
genotyping was performed as previously described
(6). Briefly, CST3 gene was amplified using 5’-
TGGGAGGGACGAGGCGTTCC-3’  and  5 ’ -
TCCATGGGGCCCACCAG-3’ as forward and
reverse primers, respectively.  The PCR products
(318bp) were digested by restriction enzyme SacII,
and resolved by polyacrylalmide gel electrophoresis.
For haplotype A, 3 fragments with 41, 226 and 51 bp
in size were observed, while for haplotype B, 127
and 191 bp.  APOE genotyping was performed
according to the method of Hixson and Vernier
(10).  APOE gene was PCR amplified using 5’-
TCCAAGGACCTGCAGGCGGCGCA-3’ and 5’-
ACAGAATTCGCCCCGGCCTGGTACACTGCCA
as forward and reverse primers, respectively, and the
PCR products were digested with the restriction
enzyme HhaI.  The resulting DNA fragments were
resolved by electrophoresis in a 5% LE agarose gel.

Statistical Analysis

Chi-square test was used to compare the CST3
and APOE genotype and allele frequencies between
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groups.  The odds ratio and its associated 95%
confidence intervals (CI) were used to measure the
association between the polymorphism of CST3 and
APOE and AD or VD.  Where appropriate, continuity
correction for the odds ratio was applied to account
for sparse data. Logistic regression was performed to
examine the joint effects of CST3 and APOE genes.
The level of statistical significance was set at P <
0.05.

Results

The genotype distributions of the CST3 and
APOE polymorphisms were in Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium for AD, VD and ND control groups.  The
CST3B allele frequencies were 11.7%, 13.6% and
11.3% for AD, VD and ND groups, respectively
(Table 1). No statistical difference in CST3B allele
frequencies was observed between AD and ND groups
(χ2 = 0.02, P = 0.89), or between VD and ND groups
(χ2 = 0.42, P = 0.52).  When comparing the homologous
genotype frequencies between groups, a higher B/B
genotype frequency was noticed in the VD patients
(5.7%) than ND groups (0.87%) (χ2 = 3.88, P < 0.05).
Although not significant, AD patients (4.8%) showed
a higher incidence rate trend for B/B homozygosity
than ND subjects (0.87%) (χ2 = 0.33, P = 0.07).

Since age is a risk factor for AD, we also
examined whether there was any change in CST3B/B
distribution in different age groups.  As shown in
Table 2, the older age (>75 years) group tended to
have higher prevalence of CST3B/B homozygotes in
AD patients (6.6%) than the ND subjects (0%) (OR =
7.6, 95% CI ranged from 0.4 to 140.9), while no such
effect was observed when compared those cases
younger than 75 years (2.1% vs. 1.5%, OR = 1.38,
95% CI: 0.1 to 13.7).  Interestingly, contrary results
were found in the VD group.  The VD younger age
individuals had a higher incidence rate of CST3B/B
homozygotes than those of the ND controls (11.4%
vs. 1.5%, OR = 6.4, 95% CI: 0.9 to 41.6).  No single
VD or ND subject with age older than 75 years had a
CST3B/B genotype (Table 2).

Table 3 shows the joint distribution of CST3 and
APOE4 polymorphisms by AD, VD and ND groups.
As expected, the allele frequency of APOE4 was
significantly higher in AD patients than ND subjects
(χ2 = 11.56, P < 0.001) with an OR of 3.1.  In contrast,
the APOE4 allele frequency was not significantly
different between VD and ND groups (χ2 = 0.59, P =
0.44, OR = 1.4).  A logistic regression analysis revealed
that both CST3B and its interaction with APOE4 were
not significant predictors of AD.  However, the
interaction was marginally significant (P = 0.06) in a
logistic regression analysis of CST3B and APOE4
polymorphism in predicting VD patients. The main

effects, CST3B (P = 0.14) and APOE4 (P = 0.09),
were not statistically significant.

Discussion

Previously, Finckh et al. reported that AD
patients had higher prevalence rates of the CST3B/B
genotype and B allele than those of controls (6).
However, we merely observed a trend of elevated
B/B genotype prevalence in AD subjects, while the
incidence rates of B alleles and A/B genotype were not
different between AD and ND individuals.  These
results imply an association of CST3B/B homozygotes,
but not A/B heterozygotes, to risk for late-onset AD.
A recent study using similar approaches reported no
association between CST3B and AD in Japanese
patients (17).  These discrepancies may result from
the ethnic and environmental differences between
these sampled populations.  Further studies with larger
sample sizes are needed to confirm these observations.
Our data did not support the finding by Crawford et al.
which, on the contrary, indicated the CST3G/G
(haplotype G is identical to haplotype A in this report)
as a genetic risk factor for AD in patients 80 years of
age or older (3).  Interestingly, another independent
study from a Spanish Mediterranean population
revealed the CST3B allele as a risk factor for early-
onset AD (2).  It seems that the presence of the CST3B
allele alone is of insufficient statistical power to
differentiate AD from ND.  Other confounding factors
such as inflammations may obscure the connection
between CST3B allele and AD.

The CST3 B/B genotype increased the odds for
the development of VD in the Taiwan Chinese, even
though the proportion of B allele frequency in the VD
group is almost identical to that of the ND group,
suggesting that homozygous CST3 B genotype is
associated with VD development.  Intriguingly, VD
patients with the CST3 B/B genotype were found only

Table 1. Cystatin C genotypes and allele frequencies
in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), vascular de-
mentia (VD), and non-demented (ND) con-
trol subjects.

AD (n = 124) VD (n = 70) ND (n = 115)

Genotype
AA 101 (81.5%) 55 (78.6%) 90 (78.3%)
AB 17 (13.7%) 11 (15.7%) 24 (20.9%)
BB 6 (4.8%) 4 (5.7%) 1 (0.87%)

Allele Frequency

A 219 (88.3%) 121 (86.4%) 204 (88.7%)
B 29 (11.7%) 19 (13.6%) 26 (11.3%)
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in the  under  75-year  age  group.   Previous
epidemiological study showed that the mortality rate
in VD patients was higher than AD patients (15).  VD
patients with CST3 B/B genotype might die at earlier
ages than non-CST3 B/B genotype carriers, and this
could account for the absence of CST3  B/B
homozygotes in VD patients at 75 or older ages in our
study.

In spite of the lower prevalence of APOE4 alleles
in Taiwan Chinese than Caucasian populations, the
frequency of APOE4 allele in AD patients remained
significantly higher than the ND control group.  The
report by Finckh et al. argued against an association
between the CST3B/B genotype and APOE4 allele
(6).  However, we failed to observe this kind of
association in our dataset due to the lack of any
subject carrying both CST3B/B homozygote and
APOE4 allele.  Neither did we observe a synergistic
effect between the CST3B and APOE4 alleles on AD
development risk.

In contrast to previous reports for Caucasians,
our Taiwan Chinese VD populations failed to show an
overrepresentation of the APOE4 polymorphic alleles
when compared with the ND group (19, 22).  Most
important, although neither the APOE4 allele alone
nor the CST3B allele alone had significant effect on
increasing risk for developing VD, a synergistic
association of APOE4 and CST3B alleles in the risk of

VD for Taiwan Chinese is evident.  Furthermore, our
results suggested an association between CST3B/B
genotype and VD development at age younger than 75
years.  This is the first linkage of CST3 polymorphisms
to VD pathogenesis has been reported.  Cystatin C is
well documented to be involved in vascular disorders
like CAA, SCAA and hereditary cystatin C amyloid
angiopathy (1, 7, 21).  In addition, CAA strongly
correlated with the presence of cerebral plaques in
AD patients  (8) .   However,  a  physiological
manifestation of CST3 polymorphisms has not yet
been documented.  Cystatin C generally exists
intracellularly in the form of monomers or inactive
dimmers, with the latter converting to active monomers
before secretion (1).   I t  is  possible that the
polymorphism located in the signal peptide with an
alanine to threonine substitution could change cystatin
C aggregation or accumulation, or alter complex
formation with other molecules such as β-amyloid
peptide, and promote disease development.  In
addition, the mechanisms underlying the association
between CST3B and APOE4 alleles in dementia
pathology remain to be explored.  More studies using
cohorts from other populations will be required to
confirm this synergistic effect and may lead to better
understanding common pathogenesis mechanisms
underlying the recognized forms of dementia.
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